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Butterfly
Quality
With passion towards perfection

Butterfly’s very own development and
production of blades and rubbers in Japan
has established a new standard for quality
among manufacturers in table tennis. From
the selection of materials up to the packaging of the finished product, men and machine alike make sure only products meeting our demands for highest quality arrive
at the store.
In the production of blades, Butterfly aptly
combines the efficiency of industrial production and the dedicated value of traditional Japanese handcrafting. Setting off
the production of blades is always a rigorous selection of high quality raw wood material, where our professionals know that
wood can be as unique as any natural material. Only the most precious wood is used
and cut into flat boards – so called veneers
- traditionally with a fine blade, where a saw
would produce too much waste. Much like
the whole production, each step is watched
by Butterfly blade experts, making sure
wood veneers with impunities are not selected for further processing.
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Butterfly aptly combines the efficiency of industrial
production and the dedicated value of traditional
Japanese handcrafting
PRODUCTION 9

Every Butterfly blade consists of veneers of different wood types, specially selected and in some cases enhanced with artificial fibers that are specifically invented for table tennis. All of these components work in harmony towards creating an individual blade with unique playing characteristics. This is made possible by
a dedicated Butterfly staff of material composition experts and our long standing
experience with designing, testing and producing blades for over 65 years.

10 BUTTERFLY

A sometimes overlooked, yet all the more
important component of a blade is the
gluing of veneers, where a special glue,
patience and experience is needed to yield
the best results, while the specific temperature, pressure and glue is a well-kept
company secret. The finished, yet still raw
blade boards are once again thoroughly
checked for correct thickness and gluing
results before being precisely cut and under careful sanding brought into the wellknown shape of a table tennis blade.
Every Butterfly blade starts with an idea
and is finished by the work of dedicated
hands, by professionals of their trade under the watchful eye of thorough quality
control making sure, every product holds
up to the high standard set by our philosophy at Butterfly, our passion for perfection.
Butterfly – Table Tennis for you.

Every Butterfly blade starts with an idea
and is finished by the work of dedicated
hands

PRODUCTION 11

Rubbers

12 BUTTERFLY

Others
Brand G
Brand F
Brand E
Brand D

Brand C

Brand B

Brand A

Choice of
the world’s
best players
The high demands for quality made visible in numbers: At the World Table Tennis
Championships in Düsseldorf 2017, almost 60 % of the athletes have been using
Butterfly blades or rubbers, with more than half of all athletes playing at least
one TENERGY rubber on their racket. This data shows Butterfly being the leading
manufacturer in professional table tennis. But not only professionals – in fact,
players of all levels of play have grown to trust and rely on the exceptional quality
promised by Butterfly equipment.

RUBBERS 13

Feel the power of spring sponge
The ball trajectory of a topspin shot hit with TENERGY 05 is a pronounced curve, due to heavy spin. This enables a most precise active topspin play. The trajectory of
TENERGY 64 is more flat and low in comparison, resulting in a shorter travel distance and higher speed of the ball. The trajectory of TENERGY 80 is exactly in between
05 and 64, as are its playing characteristics.

The main difference between rubbers of the TENERGY series is the complex pimple structure with variations in length, width and distance. The long, thinner pimples
of TENERGY 64 enable speed and a softer touch, whereas the broad, short pimples of TENERGY 25 in turn generate a harder and precise touch sensation. The pimple
structure of TENERGY 05 is specifically tailored towards high amounts of spin. TENERGY 80 mixes the width of pimples from TENERGY 05 and length of pimples from
TENERGY 64, resulting in playing characteristics balanced between TENERGY 05 and 64.

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

2.65 mm

2.65 mm

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

TENERGY 05

TENERGY 05 FX

TENERGY provides a unique feeling, using a combination of a High Tension rubber and a tacky surface. Pimples with code no. 05 were adopted; a combination which allows a great deal of spin to be imparted. TENERGY 05 enables a full range of topspin play to be produced and is the
most successful rubber worldwide.

TENERGY 05 FX combines High Tension technology with a version of
Spring Sponge that produces a softer feeling and a straighter trajectory. It is the result of extensive research and one of many experiments
carried out by the Butterfly Research Centre, its name deriving from
pimples code 05. TENERGY 05 FX is the perfect solution for players who
are seeking to play heavy topspin strokes, whilst maintaining control.

FOR MAXIMUM SPIN

IN

13
Speed

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1
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11.5
SpIN

36
HARDNESS

FOR SPIN WITH FX TOUCH

BLACK

IN

RED

13
Speed

€ 59.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

11.5
SpIN

32
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 59.90

TENERGY 25

TENERGY 64

TENERGY 80

TENERGY 25 uses pimples that enable fast counter attacking play; they have been appraised to be best for
attacking and precise play close to the table. TENERGY
25 is perfect for play both close to the table and at mid
distance; experience the advantage of aggressive play
close the table and rapid counter attacks.

TENERGY 64 possesses the ultimate in elasticity of
High Tension technology. Pimples code no. 64 combines to produce the feeling of being able to hold the
ball on the racket for longer, thus achieving a longer
contact. TENERGY 64 enables a player to exercise
control and then attack with speed.

TENERGY 80 balances spin and speed at the highest
level in the TENERGY series. Pimples with code 180
were adopted for this rubber, having been developed
to make more balanced play possible. TENERGY 80
enables allround topspin play, attack and counter
attack for every playing style.

FOR MAXIMUM PRECISION

IN

13.25
Speed

11
SpIN

36
HARDNESS

FOR MAXIMUM CONTROL AND SPEED

BLACK

IN

RED

Speed

€ 59.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

13.5

10.5
SpIN

36
HARDNESS

FOR MAXIMUM BALANCE

BLACK

IN

RED

Speed

€ 59.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

13.25

11.25
SpIN

36
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 59.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

TENERGY 25 FX

TENERGY 64 FX

TENERGY 80 FX

TENERGY 25 FX has pimples with a larger diameter
which, when combined with a Spring Sponge, produce a softer feeling. TENERGY 25 FX enables the
player to execute topspin shots with increased passive control, especially when counter attacking close
to the table.

TENERGY FX produces great control without losing its high level of performance. TENERGY 64 FX
combines speed and control and comprises a top
sheet with pimples from development code no. 64.
TENERGY 64 FXuses a lighter version of Spring
Sponge but still enables controlled topspin to be
executed.

TENERGY 80 FX is the perfect addition to TENERGY
80 family. The patented Spring Sponge is made 4°
softer which allows for more feedback on touch as
well as increased passive control.

PRECISION WITH FX TOUCH

IN

13.25
Speed

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

11
SpIN

32
HARDNESS

MAXIMUM CONTROL WITH FX TOUCH

BLACK

IN

RED

13.5
Speed

€ 59.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

10.5
SpIN

32
HARDNESS

FOR BALANCE WITH FX TOUCH

BLACK

IN

RED

13.25
Speed

€ 59.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

11.25
SpIN

32
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 59.90
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ROZENA

HIGH PERFORMANCE RUBBER DEVELOPED IN THE PURSUIT
OF “TOLERANCE”
ROZENA, a rubber equipped with the world stunning Spring Sponge; its
feature is high tolerance realized thanks to the combination of Spring
Sponge dyed in rose with a newly-developed top sheet. The unique High
Tension technology developed by Butterfly enables powerful strokes
to be exerted as well as a high level of consistency in play created by
compensating for the delicate errors such as blade angle and direction.
ROZENA follows the quality of legendary predecessors by demonstrating its effectiveness in plays close to the table or at mid-distance.
IN

13
Speed

10.8
SpIN

35
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 44.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

BRYCE HIGHSPEED

SPIN ART

The new powerful rubber from Butterfly, using innovative and patented
“Micro Layer” technology, giving the BRYCE HIGHSPEED a much thinner
surface structure compared to other rubbers. As a result, compression
of the rubber is increased on ball impact, providing additional grip and
spin. BRYCE HIGHSPEED is well suited for ambitious players looking for
a high-powered rubber.

SPIN ART is the first High Tension rubber produced by Butterfly with a
high level of friction; it has a “tacky” surface with a high level of friction
which makes it ideal for heavy spin; the “Spring Sponge” enables the
rubber to grip the ball. SPIN ART maintains the ball control realized by
traditional “tacky” rubbers.

THE FASTEST RUBBER IN THE HISTORY OF BUTTERFLY

IN

14.5
Speed

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

16 BUTTERFLY

10.3
SpIN

35
HARDNESS

GENERATION SPIN

BLACK

IN

RED

11.9
Speed

€ 49.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

11.5
SpIN

48
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 54.90

ROUNDELL

ROUNDELL HARD

FULL CONTROL WITH HIGH TENSION
Developed in order to increase a player’s potential.
The speed and spin created by this High Tension rubber as well as the high level of control, is made possible through the combination of a soft top sheet in
harmony with advanced sponge.

IN

12.8
Speed

10.2
SpIN

35
HARDNESS

BLACK

12.8
Speed

€ 34.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

MAXIMUM CONTROL WITH HIGH TENSION

ROUNDELL HARD combines overwhelming speed
and spin, with outstanding control, enabling dynamic
attacking strokes and delicate returns to be played
with equal success. The flexible top sheet combined
with a hard sponge produces a distinctive sound.

IN

RED

ROUNDELL SOFT

CONTROLLED OFFENSIVE WITH
HIGH TENSION

10.2
SpIN

40
HARDNESS

BLACK

IN

RED

12.8
Speed

€ 34.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

ROUNDELL SOFT represents a new generation of
High Tension rubbers, having a soft and pliable
sponge which is ideal for fast attacking play and high
levels of spin. ROUNDELL SOFT provides the player
with an excellent feeling for the ball.

32

10.2
SpIN

HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 34.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

SRIVER

SRIVER EL

SRIVER FX

SRIVER is the rubber synonymous with high elasticity and high friction; when released in 1967 it changed
the face of table tennis. For over 40 years, SRIVER
has been the market leader and the choice of players
who have won a host of world titles as a result of its
exceptional combination of speed and spin.

Soft but not too soft: the main feature of SRIVER EL
is its totally balanced combination of instant power
and control which is realised by its unique sponge.
SRIVER EL is the choice of a wide range of players
from beginners to experts.

SRIVER FX was produced as a result of searching
for a rubber with better control and stability, whilst
maintaining the speed and spin of SRIVER. A softer
sponge provides great control and is recommended
for players who exercise controlled play close to the
table whilst seeking the chance to attack.

LEGENDARY BESTSELLER

IN

10
Speed

8
SpIN

38
HARDNESS

1.3 | 1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1 | max

LEGENDARY TALENT

BLACK

IN

RED

10
Speed

€ 34.90

8
SpIN

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1 | max

35
HARDNESS

LEGENDARY TOUCH

BLACK

IN

RED

10
Speed

€ 34.90

8
SpIN

33
HARDNESS

1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1 | max

BLACK
RED

€ 34.90
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TACKINESS CHOP

TACKINESS CHOP II

TACKINESS CHOP is a long-time seller which has always been popular
with defenders. It is recommended for players who aim to impart heavy
backspin on the ball when returning top spin strokes.

TACKINESS CHOP II is the advanced version of TACKINESS CHOPwhich
has been popular amongst defenders for many years. Due to the high
levels of friction from the playing surface, heavy spin can be imparted.
This rubber has been designed exclusively for defenders; it enables heavy
backspin to be imparted on the ball and is also effective for attacking play.

GRIPPY RUBBER FOR DEFENSIVE PLAY

IN

6.5
Speed

32

10
SpIN

HARDNESS

DYNAMIC DEFENSE

BLACK

IN

RED

€ 34.90

1.1 | 1.3 | 1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9

7.5
Speed

10
SpIN

41
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 36.90

1.1 | 1.3 | 1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9

TACKINESS DRIVE

FLEXTRA

The rubber is popular amongst a wide range of players and is a longtime
seller famed for its versatility. It is suitable for a wide range of players,
both attackers and defenders.

FLEXTRA provides beginners and intermediate players with a rubber
which reduces mistakes, giving them a good basis to develop a safe play.
Durability is just one of the rubber’s characteristics.

FAMOUS CLASSIC

IN

8.5
Speed

38

9
SpIN

HARDNESS

1.3 | 1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1
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IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS

BLACK

IN

RED

8.25
Speed

€ 34.90

8.75
SpIN

1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

32
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 21.90

FEINT SOFT/FEINT OX

FEINT AG

A long pimpled rubber recommended for attacking play close to the
table and for defenders who rely on consistency. A strong first attack
is possible regardless of the spin on the ball that has been returned.

For players using long pimpled rubber, the ability to attack has b ecome
increasingly important. High Tension long pimpled rubber enables returns to be made with both minimal spin and strong attacking play.

CLASSICAL LONG PIPS

LONG PIPS FOR ATTACK

FEINT OX is suitable for both attacking and defensive play.

LONG

5.5
Speed

3.5
SpIN

25
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

LONG OX

4.5
Speed

3.5
SpIN

BLACK
RED

1.1 | 1.5		

€ 31.90

without sponge (OX)

€ 31.90

LONG

7
Speed

28

4
SpIN

HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 47.90

1.3 | 1.7

FEINT LONG III

FEINT LONG II

The height and hardness of the pimples were cleverly designed in order
to bend in an ideal way for imparting the desired level of spin. It is recommended for defenders who wish to return balls using heavy backspin
and for attacking players seeking variation.

The rubber possesses a wide range of spin and the consistency that
defensive players demand. The aspect ratio of this rubber was designed
to gain the greatest effect.

VERSATILE LONG PIPS

LONG

6
Speed

0.5 | 1.1 | 1.3 | OX

4
SpIN

25
HARDNESS

STABLE LONG PIPS

BLACK

LONG

RED

6.25
Speed

€ 39.90

0.5 | 1.1 | 1.3 | OX

3.25
SpIN

38
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 36.90
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IMPARTIAL XS

IMPARTIAL XB

FLARESTORM II

The new IMPARTIAL XS short pips rubber supports
dynamic and spin oriented play: its specially designed
pimple structure and the flexible high tension sponge
can produce high amounts of spin and speed. The IMPARTIAL XS is recommended for players looking for
the increased passive control of a short pips rubber
with the ability to create spin in offensive situations.

The new IMPARTIAL XB rubber uses a harder pimples
structure, combined with the High Tension sponge.
It supports passive block shots as well as offensive
play focused on speed. The IMPARTIAL XB rubber
is recommended for a direct offensive playing style
close to the table.

Increased speed is the most striking characteristic
of FLARESTORM II when compared with the former
version of FLARESTORM. The low trajectory and the
fast speed will meet all you expect from pimples-out
rubber.

OFFENSIVE SPIN-ORIENTED SHORT PIPS

OUT

12.2
Speed

7.9
SpIN

30
HARDNESS

BLACK

OUT

RED

11.9

30

6.7
SpIN

Speed

€ 49.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1 | max

OFFENSIVE SPEED-ORIENTED SHORT PIPS

BLACK

HARDNESS

OUT

RED

11.7
Speed

€ 49.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1 | max

HIGH SPEED PIPS

6.7
SpIN

32
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 49.90

1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1 | max

CHALLENGER ATTACK

ORTHODOX DX

SUPER ANTI

In addition to the high tempo attacking play, this
rubber enables a player to seize the advantage with
a variety of spin. It is best suited for all-round play.

The rubber gives consistency. It can be handled with
ease.

The rubber enables a player to outwit opponents
without imparting spin on the ball; returns can be
made with or without spin.

ALLROUND ATTACK PIPS

OUT

9.5
Speed

1.5 | 1.7 | 1.9 | 2.1

20 BUTTERFLY

6.5
SpIN

35
HARDNESS

THE CLASSIC

BLACK

OUT OX

RED

6
Speed

€ 34.90

4.25
SpIN

without sponge (OX)

TRADITIONAL ANTI SPIN

BLACK

ANTI

RED

4
Speed

€ 19.90

1.5 | 1.9

3
SpIN

25
HARDNESS

BLACK
RED

€ 26.90

Rubber technologies
High Tension technology augments the reaction and spin potential of rubbers by increasing tension inside the sponge and rubber
surface.

Spring Sponge technology increases flexibility of the sponge. Like a coil spring, the
Spring Sponge absorbs the incoming energy of the ball and releases it as additional
power for the player’s own shot. Rubbers
with Spring Sponge technology en
able
shots with high amounts of spin.

BRYCE HIGHSPEED is a rubber that enables heavy top spin to be imparted without losing speed.
It has been developed thanks to Micro Layer, newly developed by Butterfly. The base of the
top sheet is very thin, visible to the naked eye. The rubber compresses and the surface is “depressed” by the ball on impact; thus enabling a high degree of rotation to be imparted on the ball.
A simple pimple shape was selected from a wide range of options to create the best possible
product for speed.

Butterfly Rubber Matrix
15
14
ROUNDELL
ROUNDELL HARD
ROUNDELL SOFT

13

ROZENA

IMPARTIAL XS
IMPARTIAL XB

12

Isotype for Rubbers

TENERGY 64
TENERGY 64 FX

BRYCE HIGHSPEED

10

TENERGY 25
TENERGY 25 FX
TENERGY 80
TENERGY 80 FX
TENERGY 05
TENERGY 05 FX

Speed

10
SpIN

SPIN ART

FLARESTORM II

38

11

HARDNESS

Speed

CHALLENGER ATTACK

The measure for speed of SRIVER is 10.

Spin
The measure of spin for TACKINESS
CHOP is 10.
HARDNESS
It refers to the sponge; the higher the
number, the harder the sponge.
The numbers are based on the research
conducted by the Butterfly Research and
Development Department in January,
2015.

SRIVER
SRIVER EL
SRIVER FX

10

Speed

9

Rubber Icons

FLEXTRA

8

TACKINESS DRIVE
FEINT LONG II

7

Pips-in rubber

TACKINESS CHOP II

IN

FEINT AG

Pips-out rubber

TACKINESS CHOP

6
5

OUT

ORTHODOX DX
FEINT SOFT

Pips-out rubber without sponge

FEINT LONG III

Long pimples rubber
LONG

Pips-out rubber

FEINT OX

4

OUT OX

Pips-in rubber

Long pimples rubber without sponge

SUPER ANTI

LONG OX

Long pimples rubber

Pips-in anti spin rubber

3

Antispin Rubber

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

ANTI

14

15

Rotation
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Blades

22 BUTTERFLY

TIMO BOLL ZLC

THE NEW GENERATION OF ATTACK
The dynamic TIMO BOLL ZLC blade has a medium-hard touch and combines the
strongpoints of carbon – stabilityand precision – with ZL-Fiber, lending lightness
and flexibility.
€ 179.90

5-ply + 2 ZLC
11.7
REACTION

10.8
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 22 mm

27.5 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

TIMO BOLL ZLF

A SENSITIVE SENSATION
ZL-Fiber, imparting lightness and flexibility to the blade with the name of Superstar Timo Boll, adding to its impressive soft touch and completing the picture of
this dynamic, yet very controllable blade.
€ 169.90

5-ply + 2 ZLF
10.5
REACTION

9.4
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.4 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.4 mm

100 × 22 mm

27.5 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.4 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

TIMO BOLL ALC

THE BLADE OF TIMO BOLL
The TIMO BOLL ALC is a classic blade in the Butterfly line-up. Typical for Arylate-Carbon blades, it features a medium-hard touch, plays dynamically and precise and offers a fine touch for any spin-oriented playing style.

€ 149.90

5-ply + 2 ALC
11.8
REACTION

10.3
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 22 mm

27.5 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

BLADES 23

MIZUTANI JUN SUPER ZLC
A NEW DIMENSION OF TOUCH

New processing techniques allow a strong and harmonious mixture of Carbon
and ZL-Fiber, which in turn r educes energy loss and creates a bigger “sweet spot”
on the blade. The MIZUTANI JUN SUPER ZLC has a fantastic medium-hard touch
and supports all forms of fast and spin-oriented play. A beautiful design combined
with skilful craftsmanship makes the MIZUTANI JUN SUPER ZLC a blade to look
out for.

€ 349.90

5-ply + 2 SZLC
12.5
REACTION

11.6
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 22 mm

27.5 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

THE HIGH-REACTION AREA HAS BEEN EXPANDED
The image on the left is the averaged data based on the comparison between ZL-Carbon and Super ZL-Carboncombined within a wide variety
of materials made from wood. The “high-reaction area” is the area
where the measured figures were above a certain level in reaction testing (less energy loss in the area). We had no measurement in the area in black.

ZHANG JIKE SUPER ZLC

THE ULTIMATE FEELING – PROVEN BY THE MASTER
ZHANG JIKE SUPER ZLC – made with Butterfly’s unique composition, uniting the
speed of carbon with the lightness and flexibility of ZL-Fiber. The blade is controlled and fast, but also creates a fantastic touch for the ball when generating
spin. A whole new way of experiencing table tennis! The blade carries the name of
the World Champion, Olympic Champion and table tennis Superstar Zhang Jike.
Its intricate design, the quality of materials and the detailed workmanship really
speak for themselves. This is a premium table tennis blade in its own class.

€ 349.90

5-ply + 2 SZLC
12.3
REACTION

11.1
VIBRATION

5
PLY

24 BUTTERFLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.6 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.6 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.6 mm

100 × 24 mm

32 mm

BLADES 25

ZHANG JIKE ZLC
THE ULTIMATE ATTACK

ZHANG JIKE ZLC is a blade made perfect by the combination of the light and flexible ZL-Fiber with the stability and power of carbon. This blade features the typical
precise touch of the ZLC blade series, enabling well-balanced offensive play.

€ 239.90

5-ply + 2 ZLC
11.7
REACTION

10.8
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 24 mm

32 mm

ZHANG JIKE ALC
VERSATILE ATTACK

The ZHANG JIKE ALC blade features a soft touch, biggersweet spot and a powerful performance, whenever versatility is called for. The Arylate-Carbon fiber
reduces vibrationand lends the blade its characteristic control in every situation.
The ZHANG JIKE ALC is bound to draw looks with its intricate design as well.

€ 159.90

5-ply + 2 ALC
11.8
REACTION

10.3
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 24 mm

32 mm

ZHANG JIKE T5000
THE STRAIGHT ATTACK

A model with TAMCA 5000 which is good for explosive power when attacking; the
enchantment is not only the power in attack but also the ease of use brought by
the notably thin blade.

€ 159.90

5-ply + 2 T5000
12.6
REACTION

11.3
VIBRATION

5
PLY

26 BUTTERFLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.6 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.6 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.6 mm

100 × 24 mm

32 mm

MIZUTANI JUN ZLC
THE MASTER’S TOUCH

This lightweight ZL-Carbon blade, developed in close cooperation with Japanese Superstar Jun Mizutani, supports all characteristic values of his game – the
ZL-Carbon fibers provide stability and power in versatile topspin play, while the
excellent feedback enhances the “magic touch” of Jun Mizutani.

€ 239.90

5-ply + 2 ZLC
11.8
REACTION

11.2
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 22 mm

27.5 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

APOLONIA ZLC

ELEGANCE AND PRECISION
Butterfly Star Tiago Apolonia grants the name for this brand new blade and is
using it at internationaltournaments. The ZLC fibers are placed closer to the
core (Innerfiber technology) which, combined with the softer outer veneer, gives
the blade a softer touch, while maintaining the typical ZLC precision and punch.
APOLONIA ZLC is suited best for players looking for the feel of a spin-dynamic
ZLC fiber blade with increased passive control.

€ 219.90

5-ply + 2 ZLC
10.5
REACTION

9.5
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

FUKUHARA AI PRO ZLF
A VERY SPECIAL BLADE

This intricate blade carries the name of Japanese Superstar Ai Fukuhara. It
consists of five wood veneers, combinedwith two ZL-Fibers. Typical for ZL-Fiber
blades, it is remarkably light with a sensitive touch comparable to all-wood blades
and lends control to all spin-based play.
€ 189.90

5-ply + 2 ZLF
10.3
REACTION

9.1
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 23 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 23 mm

34 mm
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FREITAS ALC

ALC BLADE WITH UNIQUE TOUCH
Much like its predecessor, the popular Butterfly M
 ICHAEL MAZE blade, the FREITAS ALC blade
makes use of the proven Arylate-Carbon fiber, lending the blade its characteristic “ALC-touch”.
In combination with the softer outer veneers, FREITAS ALC blade will fit to any versatile spinbased play. The high-class design and workmanship of this hand-crafted blade underline the
high aspirations Marcos Freitas posts to his personal blade.

€ 169.90

5-ply + 2 ALC
11.4
REACTION

10.8
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

VISCARIA

A CLASSIC ARYLATE-CARBON BLADE
Combining the advantages of high-tech fibers such as Arylate and carbon, the VISCARIA blade
is tailored masterfully towards variable attack with emphasis on spin. It is also the basis for many
successful Arylate-Carbon based blades.
€ 129.90

5-ply + 2 ALC
11.8
REACTION

10.3

Only available in Fl.

VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157× 150 mm

5.8 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

PRIMORAC CARBON
PRECISE AND DIRECT

The PRIMORAC CARBON blade especially supports direct and uncompromising attacks. The
5-ply wood supported by two T5000 carbon fibers creates a fast, direct and precise touch that
players looking for maximum power will love.

€ 119.90

3-ply + 2 T5000
12.5
REACTION

13.3
VIBRATION

3
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

7.0 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

7.0 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

SK CARBON

LIGHTWEIGHT CARBON BLADE WITH A SOFTER TOUCH
By using the special material TAMCA 5000, the new SK CARBON provides precision and increased active control,common to a T5000 blade. Due to its lightweight and thin composition,
it also features a lower vibration property, resulting in more feedback on touch and an overall
softer feeling. The SK CARBON is recommended for players looking for a moderately fast and
lightweight T5000 blade with a softer touch.

€ 99.90

3-ply + 2 T5000
10.5
REACTION

10.5
VIBRATION

3
PLY
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FL

157 × 150 mm

5.2 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.2 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

161 × 150 mm

5.2 mm

100 × 24 mm

32 mm
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INNERFORCE LAYER ZLF

INNERFORCE EXPERIENCE WITH ZL-FIBER
The INNERFORCE LAYER ZLF features a natural soft touch and homogenous bounce on all areas of the blade. By using ZL-Fiber and
an overall thin diameter, the INNERFORCE LAYER ZLF provides excellent feedback on contact with the ball. The increased dwell time
supports passive control and soft topspin shots alike.

€ 179.90

5-ply + 2 ZLF
9.6
REACTION

7.9
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 ×
150 mm

5.3 mm

100 ×
24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 ×
150 mm

5.3 mm

100 ×
22 mm

28 mm

AN

157 ×
150 mm

5.3 mm

100 ×
24 mm

34 mm

INNERFORCE LAYER ALC.S

INNERFORCE EXPERIENCE WITH ALC FIBER AND
INCREASED TOUCH
The INNERFORCE LAYER ALC.S is designed according to the concept of the popular INNERFORCE LAYER ALC blade – but it moves
one step further. The thinner core layer provides reduced weight, a
lower vibration property and a softer touch, recommended for an
offensive playing style focused on spin.
€ 149.90

5-ply + 2 ALC
10.1
REACTION

8.4
VIBRATION

5
PLY
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FL

157 ×
150 mm

5.5 mm

100 ×
24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 ×
150 mm

5.5 mm

100 ×
23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 ×
150 mm

5.5 mm

100 ×
24 mm

34 mm

INNERFORCE LAYER ZLC

INNERFORCE EXPERIENCE WITH ZL-CARBON
The INNERFORCE LAYER ZLC blade offers a completely new experience – its
carbon fibers are located closer to the core which makes the overall blade feel
softer without losing the ZL-Carbon characteristics such as lightness, flexibility
and speed.
€ 199.90

5-ply + 2 ZLC
Innerforce Layer
ZLC CS

10.5
REACTION

9.5
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

CS

161 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

82 × 24 mm

32 mm

INNERFORCE LAYER ALC

INNERFORCE EXPERIENCE WITH ARYLATE-CARBON
The Arylate-Carbon fibers are located closer to the core, which lends the blade a
softer touch and a stunning feel for the ball. Arylate-Carbon fibers dampen vibrations and allow for dynamic play and precise placement.
€ 149.90

5-ply + 2 ALC
10.7
REACTION

9.4
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ALC BLADE WITH INNERFIBER

REGULAR ALC BLADE

SURFACE WOOD
SECOND LAYER

Our Innerforce Layer series offers the experience of “holding the ball”.
The artificial fibers are applied directly above the wooden core, keeping the original fiber characteristics of the blade, but providing a softer
touch which translates into an improved, controlled feeling in all situations.

WOODEN CORE

Arylate
Carbon

SECOND LAYER
SURFACE WOOD
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Butterfly CarbonFiber Technologies
The regulations of the International Table Tennis
Federation state: “At least 85 % of the blade by
thickness shall be of natural wood.” In other words,
we may adopt any special materials for the remaining 15 % for reinforcement. However, no high-performance rackets will be produced only by attaching some special materials without analysis; balance
is crucial to make the best product. Butterfly will
continue to research materials that best suit the
techniques of future generations as well as continually improving the quality of the blade.

New processing techniques allow a stronger link between carbon and ZL-Fiber, leading to a blade with
very little energy loss on the edges and a bigger and
more homogenous sweet spot thus accentuating
the strengths of ZLC blades even more. Blades with
SUPER ZLC fibers are fast with a very precise touch
and produce a fantastic feeling for any spin play.

32 BUTTERFLY

Linking ZL-Fibers and carbon increases the stability and stiffness of the blade and results in a bigger
sweet spot and less energy loss around the edges.
ZLC blades are usually stable and fast with a harder
touch that allows very precise play as well as spinny
top spins.

ZL-Fiber is a remarkably thin and hardened material
lending speed, lightness and a homogenous bounce
to the blade. Blades with ZLF are commonly known
for their lightness and controlled, soft touch.

Arylate-Carbon is a fiber used in many popular Butterfly blades and is used to produce stability and
precision without affecting the weight of the blade.
ALC blades have a softer touch and are best suited
for versatile spin play.

TAMCA 5000 is a carbon fiber, enhancing stability
and flexibility of a blade, enabling the production of
fast and dynamic blades. Usually,T5000 blades are
fast, direct and precise with a medium to hard touch.
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HADRAW VR

HIGH CLASS OFFENSIVE BLADE WITH WENGE
Compared to the softer VK, HADRAW VR features a higher reaction and vibration poperty. Besides the beautiful finish, the Wenge wood used in its outer veneers provides a more direct, more
dynamic touch, resulting in an offensive offset and higher precision.

€ 109.90

5-ply
11.4
REACTION

9.3
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

HADRAW VK

CLASSIC OFFENSIVE
Fans of classic offensive blades feel right at home with the new HADRAW VK blade. The 5-ply blade
offers security and a controlled touch, typical to all-wood blades. HADRAW VK is best suited for
versatile offensive play, similar to the KORBEL SPEED blade.

€ 89.90

5-ply
10.5
REACTION

8.4
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

HADRAW SR

HIGH CLASS NATURAL WOOD WITH WENGE
The 7-ply HADRAW SR uses the innovative Wenge wood in the outer veneers, resulting in a more
direct touch compared to the SK version. HADRAW SR is suited for precise offensive play with
the characteristic touch of an all-wood blade.

€ 109.90

7-ply
10.8
REACTION

9.1
VIBRATION

7
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

6.6 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

6.6 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

6.6 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

HADRAW SK

CLASSIC ALL-WOOD BLADE
HADRAW SK is a 7-ply blade made from natural wood. In comparison to the popular KORBEL
SK7, the HADRAW SK features a lower reaction property and a softer, yet stiff touch, making it
easier to control.

€ 89.90

7-ply
10.0
REACTION

8.6
VIBRATION

7
PLY
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FL

157 × 150 mm

6.4 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

6.4 mm

100 × 22 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

6.4 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

MAZE PERFORMANCE

A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO NATURAL WOOD
The brand new MAZE PERFORMANCE uses harder layersof wood and features a
high vibration property for an all-wood blade. It is suited for precise offensive play
and recommended to players looking for a moderately o
 ffensiveblade without the
use of artificial fibers.

€ 79.90

5-ply
10.6
REACTION

10.2

Only available in FL.

VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

KORBEL SK7

ONE OF OUR FASTEST ALL-WOOD BLADE
The 7-ply all-wood KORBEL SK7 never hides its uncompromising speed, yet with
its soft and controlled touch makes an ideal companion for powerful topspin play.

€ 79.90

7-ply
11.1
REACTION

9.3
VIBRATION

7
PLY

FL

157 × 150 mm

6.8 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

157 × 150 mm

6.8 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

157 × 150 mm

6.8 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

A. MAZUNOV

STRAIGHT ATTACK
A 5-ply blade with strong points in direct and precise offensive play. The
A. MAZUNOV blade has a hard touch compared to other all-wood blades and
plays remarkably controlled.
€ 59.90

5-ply
12.4
REACTION

10.5
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

158 × 152 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

158 × 152 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

AN

158 × 152 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm
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PETR KORBEL

POWERFUL NATURAL BLADE
The classic 5-ply all-wood PETR KORBEL is a jack of all trades and has excited
fans for many years. It provides a medium-hard touch and excellent feedback,
enabling a player to produce sensitive topspins as well as powerful direct shots.
Also available with smaller handle (XXS version).
€ 44.90 | XXS € 39.90

5-ply
10.5
REACTION

8.8
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

159 × 151 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 151 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 25 mm

28 mm

AN

159 × 151 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 25 mm

32 mm

XXS

153 × 145 mm

5.9 mm

95 × 22 mm

30 mm

ZORAN PRIMORAC

VERSATILE OFFENSIVE BLADE
The ZORAN PRIMORAC is one of Butterfly’s best-selling blades. It is extremely
versatile, supporting all playing styles and can be used – depending on the rubbers – equally well for offensive and defensíve play. Also availablewith smaller
handle (XXS version).
€ 39.90 | XXS € 34.90

5-ply
10.0
REACTION

8.2
VIBRATION

5
PLY
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FL

159 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 25 mm

28 mm

AN

159 × 150 mm

5.5 mm

100 × 25 mm

32 mm

XXS

153 × 144 mm

5.5 mm

95 × 22 mm

30 mm
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BOLL FORTE

BALANCING THE CORE
The BOLL FORTE blade allows for a maximum of precision and stability. Its relatively soft core combined with strong outer veneers
provide control for a dynamic and powerful play.
Butterfly Coach Richard Prause: “For offensive players who look for
great dynamics when executing topspins as well as good feedback
within passive play.”

€ 49.90

5-ply
11.0
REACTION

9.0
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

158 ×
150 mm

6.0 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

ST

158 ×
150 mm

6.0 mm

100 ×
25 mm

28 mm

AN

158 ×
150 mm

6.0 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

BOLL OFFENSIVE
A STEP FORWARD

Using a specialized glueing technique, the medium hard BOLL
OFFENSIVE allows for a c ontrolled and precise bounce and suits
all attacking plays.
Butterfly Coach Richard Prause: “Ideal for variable offensive play with
particular focus on service and return game as well as high quality in
opening topspins.”
€ 39.90

5-ply
10.9
REACTION

8.7
VIBRATION

5
PLY
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FL

158 ×
150 mm

6.0 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

ST

158 ×
150 mm

6.0 mm

100 ×
25 mm

28 mm

AN

158 ×
150 mm

6.0 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

BOLL ALLROUND

SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
The BOLL ALLROUND blade provides control and makes it a perfect
companion for a variableallround and topspin play. Also available
with smaller handle (XXS version).
Butterfly Coach Richard Prause: “The specially long dwell time of this
rather soft and versatile blade provides the players with an excellent
feedback and feeling for the ball.“

€ 36.90 | XXS € 31.90

5-ply
9.6
REACTION

8.3
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

158 ×
150 mm

5.8 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

ST

158 ×
150 mm

5.8 mm

100 ×
25 mm

28 mm

AN

158 ×
150 mm

5.8 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

XXS

153 ×
144 mm

5.8 mm

95 ×
22 mm

30 mm

BOLL CONTROL
IN CONTROL

The BOLL CONTROL blade provides stability and security for the
passive play and assists in well-controlled attacking shots.
Butterfly Coach Richard Prause: “Thanks to its comparably low
speed this blade is well suitable for beginners learning any technique
as well as for players rather focusing on passive play.“

€ 36.90

5-ply
8.6
REACTION

8.8
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

158 ×
150 mm

5.9 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm

ST

158 ×
150 mm

5.9 mm

100 ×
25 mm

28 mm

AN

158 ×
150 mm

5.9 mm

100 ×
25 mm

34 mm
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ANDRZEJ GRUBBA

A CLASSIC ALLROUND BLADE
Another classic Butterfly bestseller: The ANDRZEJ GRUBBA with its easy handling and perfect feedback assists the allround player in any situation.

€ 39.90

5-ply
9.7
REACTION

7.9
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

159 × 151 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 151 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

28 mm

AN

159 × 151 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

MAZE MAGIC
A NEW STAR

The MAZE MAGIC is well-suited for all offensive strategies.With its all-wood 5-ply
composition, it retains the characteristic touch and control needed for spin-
oriented play, while providing power for even the most offensive topspin shots.
€ 36.90

5-ply
9.5
REACTION

8.5
VIBRATION

5
PLY
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FL

159 × 151 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 151 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 24 mm

28 mm

AN

159 × 151 mm

5.9 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

GIONIS CARBON OFFENSIVE
STRAIGHTFORWARD

The GIONIS CARBON OFFENSIVE plays surprisingly direct and offensive. It is
made to fit players opting for variable spin attack. Its enlarged sweet-spot and
stiffness support precise play in all situations.
€ 64.90

5-ply + 2 Carbon Net
11.0
REACTION

8.8
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

159 × 152 mm

6.2 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 152 mm

6.2 mm

100 × 25 mm

29 mm

AN

159 × 152 mm

6.2 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

GIONIS CARBON ALLROUND
CAREFULLY OFFENSIVE

With GIONIS CARBON ALLROUND, Butterfly is proud to present a blade made for
any kind of allround play. Its enlarged sweet-spot makes for a perfect touch and the
use of carbon fibers give it extra precision for blocking as well as attacking shots.

€ 54.90

5-ply + 2 Carbon Net
10.2
REACTION

8.0
VIBRATION

5
PLY

FL

159 × 152 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 152 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

29 mm

AN

159 × 152 mm

5.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

BALSA CARBO X5
UNITING OPPOSITES

Using a Balsawood core creates the fast and tremendous touch of the famous
3-ply BALSA CARBO X5, while the two carbon fibers lend stability and precision
to this offensive blade, used best for controlled blockshots combined with fast
topspins.

€ 51.90

3-ply + 2 Carbon
8.7
REACTION

9.0
VIBRATION

3
PLY

FL

159 × 150 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm

ST

159 × 150 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

28 mm

AN

159 × 150 mm

6.7 mm

100 × 25 mm

34 mm
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INNERSHIELD LAYER ZLF

DEFENSIVE BLADE WITH INNERFORCE TECHNOLOGY
Blades with Innerfiber technology place the artificial fiberscloser to the core,
resulting in a softer touch and more controlled play. The INNERSHIELD LAYER
ZLF featureshigh flexibility and a larger sweet spot due to the ZL-Fibers which
give the blade enough speed to satisfy the offensive needs of a modern defender.

€ 179.90

5-ply + 2 ZLF
5.5
REACTION

4.9
VIBRATION

5
PLY

ST

166 × 155 mm

5.1 mm

100 × 23 mm

30 mm

FL

166 × 155 mm

5.1 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

JOO SAEHYUK
DEFENSIVE TALENT

Developed with and tailored to the needs of the Korean defensive player Joo Saehyuk, this blade features a relative hard touch which provides – in combination
with the larger racket head – control and stability in all situations while providing
enough power to go on the offensive where necessary.

€ 79.90

5-ply
10.4
REACTION

8.5
VIBRATION

5
PLY

ST

165 × 155 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 23 mm

28 mm

FL

156 × 155 mm

6.0 mm

100 × 24 mm

34 mm

ISOTYPE OF BUTTERFLY BLADEs
Plywood composition
3
PLY

5
PLY

7
PLY
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Dimensions

Handle shapes

3-ply wood

Width and length of the blade’s head

Flared handle (FL)

5-ply wood

Blade thickness

Anatomic handle (AN)

7-ply wood

Grip dimensions

Straight handle (ST)

Grip-end width

Chinese penholder (CS)

Butterfly Blade-Matrix
15

14

ZHANG JIKE T5000

13

PRIMORAC CARBON

ZHANG JIKE SUPER ZLC

TIMO BOLL ALC
ZHANG JIKE ALC
VISCARIA

12

A.MAZUNOV

TIMO BOLL ZLC
ZHANG JIKE ZLC

HADRAW VR

Reaction Property

MIZUTANI JUN ZLC

BOLL FORTE
GIONIS CARBON OFFENSIVE
BOLL OFFENSIVE
HADRAW SR
PETR KORBEL
HADRAW VK
JOO SAEHYUK
GIONIS CARBON ALLROUND

11

10

FREITAS ALC
KORBEL SK7
INNERFORCE LAYER ALC
MAZE PERFORMANCE
SK CARBON
APOLONIA ZLC
INNERFORCE LAYER ZLC
TIMO BOLL ZLF
FUKUHARA AI PRO ZLF
INNERFORCE LAYER ALC.S

ZORAN PRIMORAC
ANDRZEJ GRUBBA
INNERFORCE LAYER ZLF
HADRAW SK

9

MIZUTANI JUN SUPER ZLC

BALSA CARBO X5

BOLL ALLROUND
MAZE MAGIC

BOLL CONTROL

8

7

6
INNERSHIELD LAYER ZLF
5

0

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Vibration Property

10.0
REACTION

Super ZLC

ZLF

T5000

Innerforce

ZLC

ALC

Hadraw Series

OTHERS

Reaction Property
The Reaction Property is the quantified value illustratingthe
base speed of a blade. A low reaction property signifies a
lower speed of the ball after contactwith the blade. A high
reaction property signifies a higher speed of the ball after
impact.

10.0
VIBRATION

Vibration Property
The Vibration Property is the quantified value illustrating the
feeling of a blade on impact. A low vibration property in general signifies slower vibration on ball contact and denotes a
blade with a softer touch. A high vibration property in general
signifies faster vibration of the blade on contract with the ball
and denotes a blade with a harder touch.
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OVERGRIP

REMOVER

CHACK SHEET

For perfect grip. Blister pack of 3.
black or grey

For optimal removal of glue residue on blade and
sponge surfaces.

Rubber gluing sheet for best long term gluing.
0.05 mm

€ 6.90

SIDE TAPE BUTTERFLY

€ 13.90

€ 3.90

RUBBER THICKNESS
MEASUREMENT

BLACK/MAGENTA:

9 mm × 1 m

€ 1.50

9 mm × 10 m

€ 5.90

9 mm × 50 m

€ 19.90

Following the speed glue era, determining the exact thickness of the
rubber has become a sensitive issue
for players, coaches and above all for
referees. With the help of this device
an exact measurement is possible.
Instructions and storage case are included.

12 mm × 1 m

€ 1.90

€ 199.90

12 mm × 10 m

€ 6.90

12 mm × 50 m

€ 19.90

6 mm × 10 m

€ 4.90

6 mm × 50 m

€ 12.90

BUTTERFLY BLUE/SILVER –
TENERGY ORANGE/BLACK:
12 mm × 10 m

€ 6.90

12 mm × 50 m

€ 19.90

RUBBER FILM III
Protectsyourrubberfrom dirt. Prolongs
the durability of the rubber.
€ 3.90

STICKY PROTECTIVE
FILM
Sticky on one side. Perfect protection
from dirt.
€ 3.90
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4.

2.

5.
3.

1.

1. COTTON SPONGE

FREE CHACK PRO

Perfect gentle cleaning in combination with our special cleaners.

The new FREE CHACK PRO glue is more viscous
compared to the original FREE CHACK. It can increase the dwell time on the blade, resulting in higher
amounts of spin. Glue bottle, clips and sponge for
application.

€ 3.00

2. RUBBER CARE
Cleaning sponge. Use the soft yellow part to remove grease, use
the blue part for intense cleaning.
€ 3.00

37 ml

€ 11.90

90 ml

€ 16.90

Refill bottle 500 ml

€ 49.90

3. TABLE CLEANER
A liquid developed using latest biological techniques. Stainless removal of dust, dirt and grease from the table surface. Pump Spray.
500 ml

€ 8.90

FREE CHACK
Glue bottle, clips, sponges for application.

4. SPIN REFRESH

37 ml

€ 8.90

Made in Japan. Thorough cleaning with minimal consumption.

90 ml

€ 14.90

Refill bottle 500 ml

€ 39.90

150 ml

€ 8.90

5. POWERTAPE SP
Tape for adding weight to the head of the racket.
3×1g

€ 6.90

CURE WATER
The environmently-friendly CURE WATER– made in
Japan – reliably cleans rubbers and keeps them in
playing condition without the use of organic substances.
150 ml

€ 8.90
CARE 45

Balls

MASTER QUALITY G40+
HIGH QUALITY TRAINING BALL – MADE IN GERMANY
The new MASTER QUALITY G40+ ball bridges the gap between training and competition. Its aspiration: Training and preparation for competition on the highest
level, without missing out on quality or durability. The MASTER QUALITY G40+
ball can be used for high level training and even for competitions, where no ITTF
approved ball is necessary.
72 Balls (Box)

BALL BAG
Material: Polyester 210 D
without balls
€ 19.90
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€ 49.90

THREE-STAR BALL G40+
THE SECOND GENERATION – NOW FURTHER IMPROVED
With constant feedback from professional as well as amateur players, the second
generation of Butterfly THREE-STAR G40+ Balls displays major improvements
in all aspects. The wall thickness and roundness have been optimized alongside
the even hardness across the circumference, resulting in an even more constant
bounce, providing the player with additional quality and safety in his or her game.
All players currently suffering from the difference between plastic balls of different manufacturers will be happy to note the more subtle sound and lower bounce
of the second generation BUTTERFLY G40+ balls. Completed by the durability and
longevity, the Butterfly THREE-STAR G40+ Balls remains the first choice on the
road to success.
3 Balls (Box)

€ 5.90

12 Balls (Box)

€ 22.90

72 Balls (6 × Box of 12 Balls)

BALL COLLECTION
NET AMIGO
With telescopic handle. The substitute net
(head only) is also available upon request.
61 to 106 cm – Net size 16 × 28 cm
€ 21.90

€ 129.90

ROLLER BOX
Can be used as a hard plastic box for 6 balls
or as a rolling pin for rubbers.
€ 3.90

BALLS 47

2plus1

48 BUTTERFLY

Butterfly aims to support you and your club in the best way possible by offering an extended availability for selected multifunctional and attractive textile collections. “2plus1” does not only ensure availability throughout two full years. But furthermore it allows you to place another order through your official Butterfly partner during the third year - with guaranteed
delivery before the start of the new season!

2 plus1
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STYLE 49

NEW

YAO

Suit YAO
YAO unites the functional properties of Polyester with the softness and comfort of cotton, made
possible by the new “Compact Fleece” material mix.
The modern design is underlined by the soft colour
accent on the jacket, contour-rib collar, cuffs and
waist and the slim fit legs. With its durable, yet soft
material mix, YAO meets all demands of a high quality tracksuit, supporting the body during exercise
and keeping the muscles comfortably warm and dry
during breaks.
Material: Compact Fleece & Poly Terry
(66 % Cotton, 34 % Polyester)
Jacket colors: black, blue, red
Pants colors: grey, navy, anthracite
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 59.95 / € 54.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 49.95 / € 44.95

BREATHABLE

50 BUTTERFLY

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY
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Shorts Apego (Page 69)

Shirt YAO
Made from high quality Lycra and brand new “Cotton
Stretch” Materials with Melange look, shirt YAO provides the same soft comfort as Suit YAO. The mixture
of natural cotton and Elastane features stability and
durability as well as a flexible fit with a beautiful look.
Material: Lycra (100 % Polyester) &
Cotton Stretch (95 % Cotton, 5 % Elastic)
Colors: red, black, navy
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

Suit and Shirt YAO blue / navy

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

€ 41.90 / € 36.90

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 51

NEW

YAO LADY

Suit YAO Lady
YAO LADY offers the same features as Suit YAO regarding its high
quality workmanship, material and details. With its tapered fit of
YAO LADY is ideally suited to the female shape.
Material: Compact Fleece & Poly Terry (66 % Cotton, 34 % Polyester)
Jacket colors: black
Pants colors: grey
Jacket / Pants: XS – XL		

BREATHABLE

52 BUTTERFLY

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

€ 59.95 / € 49.95
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Shirt YAO Lady
Shirt YAO LADY features a tapered cut and perfect fit for the female form. Otherwise identical to Shirt YAO.
Material: Lycra (100 % Polyester) & Cotton Stretch (95 % Cotton, 5 % Elastic)
Colors: red, black, navy
€ 41.90

XS – XL

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 53

NEW

KITAO

54 BUTTERFLY
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Suit KITAO
With its classic and timeless look, suit KITAO fulfils all demands of
a club collection. Alongside the high quality workmanship and the
new “Bricklight” polyester material, stylish and functional details
such as the contour-rib collar, cuffs and waist and the breathable
side stripes made from Stretch Mesh material underline both comfort and individuality.
Material: Bricklight & Honeycomb Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors Jacket: black, blue, anthracite
Colors Pants: black, navy, anthracite
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 49.95 / € 44.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 39.95 / € 34.95

BREATHABLE

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 55

NEW

KITAO

2 plus1
2018

Shirt Kitao
Much like the Suit, Shirt KITAO features a palette of club-friendly
colours, alongside the functional „PK Line“ material. A slanted button tab and the side stripe made from breathable “Stretch Mesh”
material provide a comfortable fit and a sporty appearance.
Material: PK Line & Honeycomb (100 % Polyester)
Colors: anthracite, black, blue
€ 39.90 / € 34.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

ShortS MINO
With a color scheme fitting to KITAO collection, shorts MINO features overall functionality and lightness. Its neutral design makes it
compatible to a wide variety of Butterfly shirts.
Material: Bricklight (100 % Polyester)
Colors: anthracite, black, navy
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

56 BUTTERFLY

SKIN-FRIENDLY

€ 29.90 / € 26.90

STYLE 57

NEW

Santo
Suit Santo
Suit SANTO’s college style design is pure expression of its ambition. The lightweight, durable “Performance Micro” material provides breathability and
functional support during activities or breaks. The
modern fit with slim legs and clever details such as
the contour-rib collar, cuffs and waist create a thoroughly sporty appearance.
Material: Performance Micro (100 % Polyester)
Jacket colors: red, navy
Pants color: navy
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 54.95 / € 49.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 44.95 / € 39.95

SKIN-FRIENDLY
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SHIRT Santo
With its classic design and colours, Shirt SANTO appears in harmony with the Suit SANTO series. The “college style” Design
with a round collar features high wearing comfort and functionality due to the breathable “Honeycomb” material mix. Makes
a perfect combination with shorts APEGO (Page 69) or shorts MINO (Page 56).
Material: Honey Comb (100 % Polyester)
Colors: red, navy
€ 39.90 / € 34.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

STYLE 59

NEW

MITO
Suit Mito
MITO embodies comfort. Its lightweight, ultra-comfortable “Stretch Terry” Melange material with functional flexibility makes the Suit MITO a perfect fit for
both regeneration after a workout and leisure activity.
Modern fit with subtle color mix, slim legs and hoody.
Material: Stretch Terry (100 % Polyester)
Jacket colors: grey, navy
Pants colors: anthracite, navy
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 54.95 / € 49.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 44.95 / € 39.95

BREATHABLE
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COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

T-Shirt Mito Lady

Skirt CHIARA

Otherwise identical to Shirt MITO, MITO LADY features a new color scheme and
a tapered ladies’ cut.

The fashionable, functional skirt features a high wearing comfort with the tapered
fit and elastic material. The inner panties provide maximum flexibility.

Material: Lycra (100 % Polyester)
Colors: magenta, blue

Material: Cool Dry Lycra (92 % Polyester/ 8 % Spandex)
Colors: black, navy NEW: anthracite
€ 29.90

XS – XL

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

€ 32.90

XXS – XXL

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

T-Shirt Mito
The slanted collar underlines the dynamic fit of Shirt MITO. Made from ultra-comfortable Lycra Material melange, MITO features lightness, flexibility during exercise and a timeless look in harmonic colors.
Material: Lycra (100 % Polyester)
Colors: blue, grey
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

€ 29.90 / € 26.90

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 61

NEW

TOKA

T-Shirt Toka
The relaxed T-Shirt TOKA is perfectly suited for both sport and leisure. The soft “Mesh Melange” material provides both functionality
and a comfortably airy wearing sensation.

Material: Mesh Melange (100 % Polyester)
Colors: lime, orange
€ 29.90

XS – 4XL

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

Shorts Toka
Much like the t-shirt, the relaxed Shorts TOKA spells overall comfort. The soft “Mesh Melange” material provides functionality and
superior wearing comfort.
Material: Mesh Melange (100 % Polyester)
Color: grey
€ 29.90 / € 26.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

Stripe

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

T-Shirt Stripe
T-Shirt STRIPE combines a clever logo and colour design with
functional material, making it ideally suited as a comfortable warm
up or training shirt.
Material: Micro Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors: red, navy, black
€ 24.90 / € 21.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

SHORTS APEGO
A lightweight sports short in an elegant look. Easily combinable
and with a perfect fit, it is comfortable to wear. Two zipped pockets,
drawstring waistband.
Material: Dimple Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors: black, anthracite, navy
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

62 BUTTERFLY

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

€ 32.90 / € 27.90

STYLE 63

Yasu
Suit YASU
The suit YASU adds swing and style in all appearances. The high
wearing comfort, easy fit and lightweight material is underlined by
detailed cuffs, a high closing zipper on the legs and zipped outer
pockets. Jacket and pants sold separately.
Material: 3065 WR (100 % Polyester)
Jacket / pants: grey
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 49.95 / € 44.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 39.95 / € 34.95

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

SHORTS YASU
Shorts YASU completes the YASU collection, combiningseamlessly
with the suit and shirt. Shorts YASU features a comfortable fit, with
added Lycra side padding for increased flexibility.
Material: Diamond Cool Dry (100 % Polyester)
Color: grey
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

64 BUTTERFLY

SKIN-FRIENDLY

€ 29.90 / € 24.90
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SHIRT YASU
Shirt YASU, combines perfectly with suit and shorts YASU and adds
more color. The fresh design underlines its ambition as a sporty
shirt, while the Micro Dry Fit material adds both comfort and
functionality: YASU is breathable, easy to clean, moisture absorbing, yet comfortable to wear.
Material: Micro Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors: grey, green, orange, blue
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

€ 36.90 / € 31.90

SKIN-FRIENDLY

SHIRT YASU Cotton
Shirt YASU is also available in a cotton material mixture, adding
wearing comfort. Both available colors are otherwise similar to
shirt YASU.
Material: Cotton Mix (80 % Cotton, 20 % Polyester)
Colors: blue, orange
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 34.90 / € 29.90

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 65

Yasu
Lady
2 plus1
2017
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SHIRT YASU LADY
YASU LADY adds a feminine touch to the YASU collection. The shirt
YASU Lady features a tapered fit and shorter sleeves, the flexible
material guarantees functionality. Shirt YASU Lady is breathable,
moisture absorbing and easy to clean.
Material: Micro Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors: orange, blue, green
€ 36.90

XS – XL

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

BREATHABLE

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

SHORTS YASU LADY
A lightweight, comfortable shorts with a feminine tapered cut.
Shorts YASU Lady features inner panties made from Lycra, further
increasing fit and flexibility.
Material: Diamond Cool Dry (100 % Polyester)
Inner-Pants: Cool Dry Lycra (100 % Polyester)
Color: grey
€ 29.90

XXS – XXL

BREATHABLE

SKIN-FRIENDLY

suit YASU Lady
The suit YASU Lady comes in a tapered cut accentuating the feminine form – high quality lightweight material, high closing zipper on
the legs and functional details remain identical to suit YASU.
Material: 3065 WR (100 % Polyester)
Jacket / pants color: grey
Jacket / Pants: XS – XL

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

€ 49.95 / € 39.95

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 67

SHIRO

Suit SHIRO
The sporty, dynamic design of suit SHIRO underlines numerous details, such as the long front
zipper, stylish sleeve and waist cuffs on the jacket, the high-closing leg zips and side pockets
as well as a fresh set of colors. The comfortable Performance Micro material provides the best
support for all sporting activities. Jacket and pants sold separately.
Material: Performance Micro (100 % Polyester)
Jacket colors: blue, black, red
Pants color: black

SKIN-FRIENDLY

Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 49.95 / € 44.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 39.95 / € 34.95

68 BUTTERFLY
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SHORTS APEGO

SHIRT SHIRO

A lightweight sports short in an elegant look. Easily combinable
and with a perfect fit, it is comfortable to wear. Two zipped pockets,
drawstring waistband.

Shirt SHIRO comes in a sporty, colorful design. The breathable PK
Line material with moisture absorption provides high functionality,
flexibility and a comfortable wear. Shirt SHIRO combines the
SHIRO collection, fitted towards shorts APEGO and suit SHIRO.

Material: Dimple Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors: black, anthracite, navy
XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 32.90 / € 27.90

Material: PK Line (100 % Polyester)
Colors: black, red, blue, petrol
€ 39.90 / € 34.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY
BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

STYLE 69

Naomi
SHIRT NAOMI
The shirt NAOMI is lightweight and comfortable to wear. Made from Cool Dry
Lycra it is flexible with a slim fit. As a Ladies’ shirt, it features a tapered cut and
shorter sleeves and combines perfectly with skirt CHIARA and suit NAOMI.
Material: Cool Dry Lycra (100 % Polyester)
Colors: navy, coral
€ 39.90

XS – XL

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

BREATHABLE

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

Skirt CHIARA
The fashionable, functional skirt features a high wearing comfort with the tapered
fit and elastic material. The inner panties provide maximum flexibility.
Material: Lycra (92 % Polyester / 8 % Spandex)
Colors: navy, black, NEW: anthracite (Page 61)
€ 32.90

XXS – XXL

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

Suit NAOMI
The suit NAOMI features an attractive, femininedesign with stylish colors. The
soft KPK material makes NAOMI comfortable to wear, its elasticity provides high
flexibility in all movements and make it fun to wear. NAOMI also features a hoodie,
zipped pockets, woven cuffs and waistband.
Material: KPK 400 (100 % Polyester)
Jacket / pants color: navy
Jacket: XS – XL

€ 54.95

Pants: XS – XL

€ 44.95

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

70 BUTTERFLY

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WINDPROOF

STYLE 71

Takeo

Suit TAKEO
High comfort and classic elegance are the main features of suit
TAKEO, adding useful details such as a high-closingzipper on the
legs, sleeve and waist cuffs. The relaxed fit underlines its functionality in and outside the sports hall. Jacket and pants sold separately.
Material: Dimple Dry Fit Elasticated (100 % Polyester)
Jacket / Pants color: navy
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 54.95 / € 49.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 44.95 / € 39.95

BREATHABLE

72 BUTTERFLY

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

SHIRT TAKEO
Shirt TAKEO features a classic design, underlining its colorfulness and fits perfectly to suit
TAKEO. The Honeycomb Dry Fit material is comfortable to wear, yet breathable and functional
for all endeavors, sporting and leisure.
Material: Honeycomb Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colors: coral, lime, navy
€ 39.90 / € 34.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

STYLE 73

Bamboo

Shirt Bamboo
Shirt BAMBOO, with its relaxed and pure look is made from innovative Nano Bamboo Charcoalmaterial and features superb wearing comfort, due to
the elasticity and and relaxed fit. The textile fiber using 81 % Nano Bamboo Charcoal is moisture wicking, protectingthe skin from hypothermia during
sporting activities. In cold environment, the dense bottom fibers serve as isolation, keeping the body warm. Shirt BAMBOO with its natural fibers is
non-wrinkling, anti-static and anti-odorant.
Material: 81 % Nano Bamboo Charcoal Polyester, 6 % Nylon, 13 % Spandex
Colors: green, black, white, blue
€ 49.90

XS – 4XL
SPF
30+

BREATHABLE
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COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

ANTI-ODOR

UV PROTECTION

XERO

For clubs and teams looking for high quality, yet reasonably priced teamwear, we
have developed the XERO range. It comprises a collection with long term avail
ability and has been enhanced by new products and colours.

SHIRT XERO
Breathable, excellent moisture management perfect in combination with suit
XERO and Shorts MINO (Page 56). Easy care, quick dry fabric.
Material: Micro Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Colours: blue, green, red, yellow, graphite
€ 29.90 / € 24.90

XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

BREATHABLE

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WICKING &
QUICKDRY

Suit XERO
The suit XERO, with its lightweight material alongside its attractive and neutral
look make it the perfect addition to the shirt c ollection XERO. Jacket and pants
sold separately.
Material: Dobby Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Color jacket: graphite
Color pants: black
Jacket: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 44.95 / € 39.95

Pants: XS – 4XL / 128, 140, 152

€ 34.95 / € 29.95

BREATHABLE

SKIN-FRIENDLY

STYLE 75

JACKEt NAOKI
The jacket NAOKI is a jack of all trades. The comfortable black KPK
material is accentuated by a grey mélange inlet on the shoulders and
sleeves as well as lime green pipings, making jacket NAOKI both fashionable and functional as a sports and leisure jacket, even in chilly conditions.
Material: KPK 400 (100 % Polyester)
Color: black
€ 69.90

XS – 4XL

COMFORTABLE
STRETCH

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WINDPROOF

NEW

1950 CAp
Butterfly’s brand new Snapback Cap is made from 100 % cotton and its size can
be adjusted on the back. The front carries the fashionable “1950” emblem in high
quality, white and grey embroidery.
Material: 100 % cotton
Color: dark grey / white-grey embroidery
one size

76 BUTTERFLY

€ 24.90

WINDBREAKER SORANO

COACH JACKEt TAKU

The windbreaker SORANO is water-resistant and
provides protection in adverse weather conditions.
SORANO comes with two front zippers, protecting
the side and front pockets. Hoodie with stops.

The coach jacket TAKU is the perfect companion for
travelling to and from the sports hall – or all over the
globe. TAKU, made from TPU Dobby material, is water resistant, yet comfortable to wear while the warm
padding and functional details such as zipped inner
and outer pockets and adjustable hood increase its
usability in all weather conditions.

Material: New Dobby Dry Fit (100 % Polyester)
Color: grey
€ 54.90

XS – 4XL

WINDPROOF

UV PROTECTION

€ 119.90

XS – 4XL

SPF
30+

SKIN-FRIENDLY

Material: TPU Dobby (100 % Polyester)
Color: black

WATER
REPELLENT
SPF
30+

SKIN-FRIENDLY

WINDPROOF

UV PROTECTION

WATER
REPELLENT

STYLE 77

NEW

Towels
Towel Yao Midi
30 × 50 cm
Material: 100 % Cotton
Colors: black, magenta
€ 9.90

Beach Towel YAO
70 × 140 cm
Material: 100 % Cotton
Farbe: black
€ 24.90

SWEATBAND YAO
Material: 100 % Cotton
Colors: black, blue, red
€ 3.90
78 BUTTERFLY

Towel STRIPE
Integrated magnet strip attaches to metal surface
(e.g. table rim)
50 × 100 cm
Material: 100 % Cotton
Colors: blue, black, red
€ 15.90

Towel GERMANY
Beach Towel 50 × 100 cm
Material: 100 % Cotton
€ 12.90

Headband
Material: 100 % Cotton
Colors: navy, black
€ 3.90
TOWELS 79

NEW
Lezoline

Rifones

FULLY LOADED FOR PROFESSIONAL DEMANDS
The LEZOLINE RIFONES is the all-new flagship model of the popular LEZOLINE
series and has been designed to meet the demands of modern high-performance
table tennis. Its multitude of useful technologies like the “STB” Torsion protection”, the “B-Armor” reinforcement, the “B-Absorber” shock absorbing material
or the durable, yet grippy “Wingrip” outer sole make LEZOLINE RIFONES the ideal
companion for high-level table tennis. Stars like Timo Boll, Jun Mizutani or shooting star Tomokazu Harimoto already rely on LEZOLINE RIFONES and value its high
quality and durability.
Weight 272 g (Size 43)
Colors: blue, lime, magenta
Sizes: 34 – 47

80 BUTTERFLY

€ 119.90

SHOES 81

NEW
Lezoline

Mach
MACH is the name of the newest addition to the competition lineup of LEZOLINE
shoes, following popular models such as the LEZOLINE TB. Lightweight and flexible, the LEZOLINE MACH is designed to meet table tennis specific movements
while providing a comfortable wearing sensation.
Weight 268 g (Size 43)
Colors: blue, LIMITED EDITION: black (Available from May 2018)
Sizes: 34 – 47

82 BUTTERFLY

€ 99.90

Lezoline

Groovy

GROOVY is a shoe model of the popular LEZOLINE series and comes in new, fresh
colouring. It is designed specifically towards the needs of table tennis players
regarding flexibility, weight and grip. LEZOLINE GROOVY features light shock absorption on the soles and the sides, sufficient for the needs of medium-weight
players.
Weight 277 g (Size 43)
Colors: blue, gold
Sizes: 34 – 47

€ 89.90

Lezoline

Trynex

The successor of the UTOP shoe model features a modern, sporty design. Its
comfortablefit, grippy sole and low weight make the LEZOLINE TRYNEX the first
choice for playerslooking for a light, flexible table tennis shoe.
Weight: 270g (Size 43)
Color: blue
Sizes: 34 – 47

€ 69.90

SHOES 83

Lezoline Zero
LEZOLINE ZERO provides the utmost flexibility in a shoe
specifically made for table tennis. It features a fantastic
grip and stability on the floor while the mesh material absorbs moisture and keeps the foot dry and comfortable.
LEZOLINE ZERO is our recommendation for light or medium weight players.
Weight: 331 g (Size 43)
Sizes: 35 – 46

€ 59.90

EVA

RADIAL CROSS
Unbound, dynamic, flexible with a firm grip: These are the
premises for the new RADIAL CROSS shoe. It is made
from breathable materia, is simply comfortable to wear
and provides a good grip on any surface. The RADIAL
CROSS is the perfect companion for indoor and outdoor
leisure activity.
Weight: 340 g (Size 43)
Sizes: 36 – 47

€ 99.90

EVA

Bathing slippers
The Butterfly bathing slippers feature high flexibility but
still ensure a safe grip on the ground. Its robust design
and comfortable fit.
Color: navy
Sizes: S – XL
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€ 24.90

SOCKs DAI

SNEAKER HISA

44 % Cotton, 38 % Polyester, 16 % Polypropylene,
2 % Elastane

55 % Cotton, 31 % Polyamide Nylon,
12 % Polypropylene, 2 % Elastane

COOLMAX

€ 9.90

SOCKs HISA

€ 6.90

SOCKs JIRO

53 % Cotton, 36 % Polyamide Nylon,
9 % Polypropylene, 2 % Elastane

60 % Cotton, 33 % Polyester, 5 % Nylon, 3 % Elastane
€ 6.90

2-Pack white / 2-Pack black

SOCKs GERMANY /
SNEAKER GERMANY

SHOE BAG

70 % Cotton; 10 % Spandex; 12 % Nylon; 8 % Elastane

PVC, Color: black

€ 6.90

€ 9.90

€ 4.90

SHOES & SOCKS 85

NEW

Blackline
Black is beautiful! Alongside the beautiful „black in black“ Design and the sturdy Polyester D1680 material, usually
found in high quality travel equipment, the BLACKLINE bag series features clever accessory details which meet the
specific demands of table tennis players during everyday activity and make each model of the BLACKLINE series
very special.
Material: Polyester D1680
Color: black

Midi bag
Practical outer and inner compartments
Dimensions: 55 × 25 × 28 cm / Volume: 35 l
€ 64.90

Sports bag

Double Case

Shoulder Bag

Multiple inner and outer compartments / highly
durable Polyester D1680 material / adjustable
shoulder strap

Accessory compartment / blade protector / high
quality zipper / carry-loop included

Shoulder bag with laptop compartment and bottle
holder / inner compartment with Key anchor

Dimensions: 60 × 31 × 32 cm / Volume: 58 l

Dimensions: 30 × 7 × 21 cm

Dimensions: 60 × 31 × 32 cm / Volume: 58 l

€ 74.90
86 BUTTERFLY

€ 29.90

€ 59.90

Maxi Bag
Perfect for travel and extended events / additional protected bottom compartment for sensitive clothing / extendable handle and sturdy wheels
Dimensions: 80 × 39 × 39 cm / Volume: 120 l
€ 129.90

Single Case

Rucksack

Trolley

Blade protector / high quality zipper / functional
carry-loop

Comfortable shoulder straps / safety compartment
on the back

Hand luggage format / sturdy wheels and extendable
handle

Dimensions: 30 × 4 × 21 cm

Dimensions: 49 × 36 × 22 cm / Volume: 36 l

Dimensions: 55 × 36 × 20 cm / Volume: 40 l

€ 24.90

€ 79.90

€ 119.90
BAGS 87

Baggu

The bag series BAGGU features a modern design and is specifically tailored towards the essential needs in table tennis. Its
high standards in functionality, quality and a superb price/performance ratio have been a major focus in design for all bags
of the BAGGU series. All BAGGU bags feature metal zippers, an additional outer pocket, a shoe bag as well as straps and are
made from durable Polyester 420D material.
Material: Polyester 420D
Color: blue

RUCKSACK

Shoulder Bag

DOUBLE CASE

Rucksack BAGGU is made for mobility. Its inner
compartment holds enough room for the essential
items in training, while the shoulder straps make
transport both comfortable and safe.

The new shoulder bag BAGGU is designed to provide
room for equipment and documents used for table
tennis, fitness training and everyday use.

Double case BAGGU has more than enough room for
a racket with a blade protector, while the accessory
compartment organizes all neccessary items. Carry-
loop included.

Dimensions: 46 × 28 × 14 cm / Volume: 22 l

Dimensions: 37 × 37 × 14 cm / Volume: 19 l
€ 44.90
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€ 44.90

€ 24.90

SINGLE CASE

Sports Bag

Midi Bag BAGGU

Single case BAGGU features a spacious compartment with blade protector, a high quality zipper and a
functional carry-loop.

The new sports bag BAGGU is a good companion for
sporting events of any scale. The two side pockets
and the spacious inner compartment holding 80 l
make the sports bag BAGGU well suited for daily use
in training and multi-day tournaments alike.

The midi bag BAGGU provides space for training
needs, holding racket case, shoes, towel, clothing
and drinking bottle.

Dimensions: 70 × 34 × 34 cm / Volume: 80 l

Dimensions: 50 × 24 × 31 cm / Volume: 37 l

€ 19.90

€ 64.90

€ 49.90
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MELOWA
SUITCASE MELOWA
The suitcase MELOWA sets a new standard for table
tennis players – both inside the hall and during travel.
Its durable hard shell m
 aterial, four steering rollers,
TSA compatible lock and the cabin size dimensions
make it the perfect companion for air travel, the
specially designed inner compartment provide space
and protect all necessary table tennis equipment in
daily use.
Dimensions: 49 × 36 × 23 cm / Volume: 42 l
€ 129.90
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FULL HARD CASE 17
Material: Polyester 210D
Colors: black, lime, pink, blue
€ 24.90

ALU CASE
The Butterfly racket case made from aluminum
with a foam inlay features maximum protection
for a bat.
Material: Aluminium
Colors: black, silver
€ 34.90

LOGO CASE
Material: Polyester 210D
Color: black
Double

€ 16.90

Single

€ 11.90

Round

€ 9.90
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NEW

1950 Case
First Edition
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Butterfly 1950 Case – First Edition
UNIQUE, CLASSY, OUTSTANDING

Instead of Aluminum or Polyester, the exclusive Butterfly 1950 CASE uses naturally growing cork material, underlining the growing importance of using renewable resources in table tennis and sports in general.
The 1950 CASE features outstanding workmanship and high-quality material,
such as the veneer made of lightweight, yet sturdy spruce wood. A magnet strip,
hidden inside the case, safely connects the 1950 Case with its lid. The robust cork
material is water resistant and provides excellent thermal isolation, keeping the
racket both safe and in playing condition at all times.
The unique design of the high-quality case is rounded off by a precise laser engraving on the lid. The 1950 CASE – made in Portugal – is a limited edition, each
product is unique and sure to appreciate in value.
Material: Cork & Spruce wood
Dimensions: 30 × 5 × 19 cm
€ 99.90
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Robots &
tables
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AMICUS

The all-new AMICUS Series from Butterfly

Meeting the highest demands of players looking for a reliable, diversified and tireless training partner.
Easy to transport and easy to set up with high quality
material and long-lasting usability, the AMICUS family
excites players and trainers of all levels of play alike. The

unique head with three shooting wheels enables a most
realistic play, combining all types of spins. Supported by
the user-friendly interface and a practical transport bag,
the AMICUS is a perfect companion to train and improve.

More infos & videos: EN.BUTTERFLY.TT/AMICUS

ALL MODELS INCLUDE:
• 3-wheel technology produces all spins with no head
rotation—topspin, backspin, no-spin, left sidespin, right
sidespin, combination spins.
• Special coating on wheels for longer life
• 3 random modes to make ball deliveries more humanlike—Random Scatter, Random Place, and Random
Scatter + Place.
• Adjust head height to 4 levels to better replicate various
table tennis shots.
• Covered by 2-year warranty and 5-year guarantee of
parts availability
• Silent Mode—motors stop when ball delivery is stopped.
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• Can use either 40 (celluloid) or 40+ (plastic) balls.
• Includes easy-on folding ball recycling net for continuous play.
• Lightweight and compact for easy handling and transport.
• Control Panel Mounting Bracket is adaptable to fit either
the left or right side of the table.
• Includes Wheel Adjustment Gauge and other tools for
adjusting or replacing wheels, and replacement rubber
bands used to attach the Side Nets.
• Spacious and practical Amicus transport bag included
free of charge
• 2-year manufacturer’s warranty

NEW

AMICUS
PRIME
THE NEW AMICUS PRIME SETS OUT TO REDEFINE THE
POSSIBILITIES OF A TABLE TENNIS ROBOT AND WILL
EXCITE FANS ALL OVER THE WORLD

The innovative PRIME is controlled wirelessly via Bluetooth technology from the
AMICUS app running on either the included tablet computer or any smartphone
or tablet operating iOS or Android. AMICUS app software offers a multitude of
interactive content, improved and added to with regular updates. Creating exercises, changing spin, speed, placement and trajectory has never been easier.
Pre-saved exercises created by professional players and coaches are playable
at the press of a button with in-app videos by stars such as Timo Boll just waiting

to show the correct execution and provide useful additional information from his
regular training with the AMICUS robot.
Get acquainted to our AMICUS flagship model and discover the new possibilities
of the most tireless, and always ready, training partner you will find.
Including AMICUS transport bag

€ 1799.00

SPECIAL FEATURES OF AMICUS PRIME:
• Ball frequency of up to 120 balls per minute
• Spin, speed, trajectory and placement can vary from ball to ball.
• Controlled by the application on tablet (or user supplied Android or iOS device)
and connected wirelessly to main robot via Bluetooth.
• Software and firmware regularly updated with help of the app.
• Several robots may be operated by one device (consecutively).
• Device can be recharged directly at the robot.
• Left-Right (mirror) switch for reversing drills to match the dominant hand of the
user so forehand/backhand placement are correct.
• Sample function to test individual balls within a drill.
• Individual Frequency Control can customize the time interval between any two
consecutive balls.

• Cycle function lets you easily incorporate interval training in your table tennis
practice sessions.
• Pre-programmed with 20 drills created by German Butterfly Coach Richard Prause
• Pre-programmed drills can be modified or replaced.
• Integrated videos show how to properly practice each pre-programmed drill.
• Memory for storing drills limited only by memory of the device used to run the app.
• You may sequence together several drills by using Cluster Memory so a sequence of drills runs automatically either one after the other or randomly.
• Key-fob-like remote control (small, lightweight and easy to fit in pocket)
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NEW

AMICUS Expert
The new AMICUS EXPERT combines the skills of both predecessors ADVANCE
and PROFESSIONAL. With 99 memory slots, up to seven individual balls per exercise and precise control over trajectory, placement, speed and spin of each ball,
AMICUS EXPERT further features up to 120 balls per minute, cycle and random
functions as well automatic adjustable delay between each ball to create exercises based on real game situations – even with serve!
AMICUS EXPERT offers 20 pre-installed exercises created by Butterfly coach
Richard Prause for you to start training on the highest level as well as a remote
control for Start/Stop, sampling balls and adjusting ball frequency.
Including AMICUS transport bag

€ 1499.00

SPECIAL FEATURES OF AMICUS EXPERT:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ball frequency of up to 120 balls per minute
Spin, speed, trajectory, and placement can vary from ball to ball.
Stores up to 99 drills of up to 7 balls each.
Pre-programmed with 20 drills created by German Butterfly Coach Richard Prause
Pre-programmed drills can be modified or replaced.
Sample function lets you test individual balls within a drill.
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• Cycle function lets you easily incorporate interval training in your table tennis
practice sessions.
• Automatic Frequency Control to provide a most realistic timing between shots in a drill.
• Connected with help of an easy and secure thin cable.
• Key-fob-like remote control (small, lightweight and easy to fit in pocket).

NEW

AMICUS START
The new AMICUS START is a high-quality table tennis robot featuring precise and
durable hardware combined with a user-friendly panel. Allowing for up to six balls
per exercise, AMICUS START lets you to adjust individual placement and select
either topspin, sidespin or backspin for the exercise – even float balls without spin
are possible. The Random function provides a realistic playing experience sure to
improve footwork and technique alike.
Including AMICUS transport bag

€ 999.00

Amicus Transport Bag
With practical accessory compartments and shoulder straps on the back.
Material: Polyester 210 D
€ 59.90

SPECIAL FEATURES OF AMICUS START:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple interface
Up to 6 balls per drill, all balls with same spin, speed, & trajectory
Ball frequency of up to 100 balls per minute
Left-right Placement can change for each ball in a drill.
Connected with help of an easy and secure thin cable.
Optional: Key-fob-like remote control (small, lightweight and easy to fit in pocket).
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Centrefold 25
25+ SURFACE – FULLY ASSEMBLED – SUPER COMPACT SYSTEM

Our top of the range table is the Butterfly CENTREFOLD 25. It has been selected
for the World Championships and many other international and national competitions.
Its main advantage is the 25+ top (see further information). The undercarriage
is one of the strongest available. It incorporates 4 large Steinco 125mm strong
wheels, 2 of which have brakes. This guarantees both firm standing and easy
movement. Transportation and storage is easy with the unique space saver system which makes folding and rolling the table simple and safe. The table tops fold
together at the centre, reducing the width in the storage position to only 20 inches or 51 centimetres. A unique easy to use safety system prevents the table from
opening and closing accidentally. A perfectly level playing surface is achieved by
use of the height adjusters on all four of the end legs.
The CENTREFOLD 25 table is one of the few top match models which is wheelchair
friendly. The distance between the end of the table and the first leg is 400 mm to
meet the standard required for paraplegic competitions. The CENTREFOLD 25 is
approved by the International Table Tennis Federation for use in competitions, has
a European Safety certificate (EN 14468-1) and is guaranteed for 5 years.
Storage dimensions: width 1525 mm, height 1590 mm, depth 480 mm
Weight unpacked 127 kg
Available with blue or green top

5
Guarantee

plus shipping
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25+
TOP

€ 829.00

25+
TOP

Our special production –
now in mass production
After extensive tests, Butterfly has developed the new
25+ surface, optimised to the demands of the new poly
balls. The finer grain allows a more direct spin transmisTOP
sion and provides a homogenous bounce whilst being
even more durable. This technology is already established in professional table tennis and enables the experience of playing at the
highest level. Available with: CENTREFOLD 25, OCTET 25, EUROPA 25
25+

5

ITTF approved

wheelchair friendly

5 years guarantee

ready assembled

Guarantee
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OCTET 25
25+ SURFACE – VERSATILE – SPACE SAVING

The OCTET 25 mm is a top competition table that provides all the benefits of the 25+ top combined with an undercarriage with 2 separate halves and 8 wheels - four of
them with brakes. The OCTET 25 is suitable for high level play in clubs, sports centres, schools and at major events.
The principle feature of this table is the 25+ top (see further information on page 101). The top is protected by a strong steel frame with magenta corner pieces and
supported by a heavy duty undercarriage. A perfectly level playing surface is archived by use of the height adjusters on all four of the corner legs. The OCTET 25 divides
into two halves, both fold for easy movement and storage. Each half has four strong independent Steinco wheels. The table stores away economically with the two
halves fitting together. The total width of the table for storage is only 63 cm. For multi table use the tables can be rolled together for even more compact storage.
Another popular feature of the table is the playback facility where one half can be set in the storage position, the other in the play position with the net and
post set in place.
The Butterfly OCTET 25 is International Table Tennis Federation approved, and holds a European safety (EN 14468-1) certificate.
Storage dimensions: width 1525 mm, height 1630 mm, depth 560 mm
Weight unpacked 118 kg
Available with blue or green top

25+
TOP

plus shipping
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5
Guarantee

€ 689.00

Europa 25
25+ SURFACE – FULLY ASSEMBLED – EASY TO TRANSPORT
The Butterfly EUROPA 25 mm table has been selected for many international tournaments throughout the world over the last 20 years. It is most suitable for clubs
where the tables stay in position permanently or where storage is very limited.
It is also the best table for competitions where the equipment needs to be moved from one venue to another. Its principle feature is the 25+ top (see further information
on page 101). The top is protected by a strong steel frame with magenta corner pieces. The table is supplied in two halves, with each half having four steel legs which
make the table very solid and stable. The legs fold easily into the top for economic storage. This table takes up the minimum space for storage – 15 cm in width. Each
half has two wheels inserted into the centre so that the table can be rolled away.
The EUROPA 25 is approved by the International Tale Tennis Federation and holds a European Safety certificate (EN 14468-1).
Storage dimensions: width 1525 mm, height 1390 mm, depth 150 mm
Weight unpacked 99 kg
Available with blue or green top

25+
TOP

5
Guarantee

€ 629.00

plus shipping

Space Saver 22
ITTF APPROVED - PERFECT GRIP - FULLY ASSEMBLED
The Butterfly SPACE SAVER 22 is one of the most popular match tables in the Butterfly range. It is suitable for tournament and club play, being in use at hundreds of
clubs, sport centres and schools.
The high quality 22mm “Perfect Grip” top is protected by a strong steel rim and supported by a steel undercarriage which has 4 wheels, 2 of which that have brakes for
use in the playing and storage positions. A perfectly level playing surface is guaranteed with height adjusters on all four legs. Transportation and storage is easy with
the unique SPACE SAVER folding system which makes folding and rolling the table away simple and safe. The tops fold together at the centre, reducing the width for
storage to on 56 cm. A unique safety system prevents the table from opening and closing accidentally. The Butterfly SPACE SAVER 22 is one of the few match tables
which is wheelchair friendly. The distance between the end of the table and the first leg is 400 mm to meet the standard required for paraplegic competitions.
The SPACE SAVER 22 is approved by the International Table Tennis Federation for use in competitions. It has a European Safety Certificate
(EN 14468-1) and is guaranteed for 5 years.
Storage dimensions: width 1525 mm, height 1590 mm, depth 510 mm
Weight unpacked 93 kg
Available with blue or green top

5
Guarantee

plus shipping

€ 499.00
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POINT SCORER

SCORER LEAGUE

DUO SCORER

460 × 310 mm

Eye catching design, blue, solid carton box
provides best protection during use and
storage, functional handling

Two scorers in one box, 390 × 260 × 260
mm, space saving, functional, extremely
stable

€ 34.90

470 × 300 × 300 mm

€ 64.90
€ 45.90

NET EUROPA

NET NATIONAL LEAGUE

NET ELITE CLIP

ITTF approved, very durable metal set, big
hand clamps, black textile net in a carton
box.

ITTF approved, durable, low priced metal
set, black textile net in a carton box.

Low priced metal set with functional spring
clamping mechanism, easy handling for daily use in schools or clubs, black textile net.

€ 39.90

€ 29.90

€ 49.90

NET GAUGE

UMPIRE TABLE

Patented net ruler (100 g)

Stable wooden construction, foldable,
space saving
€ 11.90
€ 99.90
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SURROUNDS

FULL COVER

DOUBLE BAR SURROUNDS

Butterfly wording one side

Simple 2-Step assembly. The FULL COVER
minimizes the amount of balls rolling
through the cover.

Improved longevity and stability. The
perfect addition to any club equipment.

Colors: green, blue
Dimensions: 2.33 × 0.70 m
only available in boxes of 10 pcs.
Price per piece

€ 32.90

Colors: green, blue
Dimensions: 2.33 m × 0.70 m
only available in boxes of 10 pcs.
Price per piece

Colors: green, blue
Dimensions: 2.33 m × 0.70 m
only available in boxes of 10 pcs.
Price per piece

€ 39.90

€ 34.90

TABLE COVER
Protect and prolong the life of your table. Made from
durable nylon, zips enable you to place the cover
over the table even when it is assembled. Nylon handle allows you to hang the cover up during play, fits
most tables.
L 1.53 m × W 0.75 m × H 1.50 m
€ 59.90

BALL AND TOWEL BOX

BALL AND TOWEL BOX (CARTON)

Made from wood with metal stand.

Hexagonal foldable box from stable hard carton. Perfect as towel box or for multi ball practice.

Height adjustable (max 1046 mm/min 624 mm)
Basket size (392 × 392 mm)
€ 59.90

140 × 300 × 450 × 780 mm
€ 29.90
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MIRROR RACKET

Maxi Blade

Color: black/red

42 cm × 28.5 cm
€ 9.90

Midi Blade – Mini Blade
€ 24.90

Midi

€ 5.90

Mini

€ 3.90

SUPER MINI
3.55 cm × 5.5 cm
€ 1.90

Bracelet SILIcone
Colors: black, magenta
€ 2.00

KEY BAND
€ 3.00

WATER BOTTLE

Keyholder SILIcone

Butterfly

€ 4.90

TENERGY

€ 4.90

Colors: black, magenta
€ 3.90

BOOK “TABLETENNIS TACTICS”
Author: Geske/Müller; 118 pages,
available in English and German
€ 14.95

Book TISCHTENNIS PERFEKT
Author: B. U. Gross; 171 pages; German only

Keyholder Circle

€ 16.95
€ 4.90

TISCHTENNIS MIT TIMO BOLL
Author: B. U. Gross / Timo Boll;
279 pages; German only, English version from 07/2018
€ 19.95

Keyholder Logo
Colors: black, rose
€ 4.90
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Book TISCHTENNIS BASICS
Author: B. U. Gross; revised edition 2015;
114 pages, German only
€ 19.95
All statements and prices subject to error and alterations.
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